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DIENA GEORGETTI 

	
 
It is with pleasure that The Commercial presents FUTURclassic, Diena Georgetti’s second solo exhibition with 
the gallery. The exhibition features six new constructed paintings, compositions within multiple borders within 
signature custom frames. The paintings arranged around the room are themselves framed by a wall painting 
(the first Georgetti has executed), a two-part work called Aviary (two opposing and inverted columns derived 
from De Stijl drawings) that structures the architecture of the exhibition. 
  
An interview with Georgetti by Sara Savage in the current issue of Vault - Australasian Art & Culture offers 
insight into the conceptual underpinnings and processes of this artist’s work, forceful abstract paintings that are 
made up of studio-borrowings from non-canonical artists of the past and remade by her own judgements in 
paint. Georgetti’s work is a kind of historic ventriloquism of art-mood whereby she acts as a medium for under-
known expressions of the past. Her work “revives these humanities as markers of knowledge and information 
to be reutilised presently and future. Movements, canons and art brands are equalised by the focus on the art of 
the individual rather than the historical understanding.” (Georgetti) 
  
“Post-internet, I’ve been able to find all kinds of amazing work that’s happened on our planet, but has never 
really been seen in full. Only a handful out of thousands of artists ever makes the history books.” (Georgetti in 
Vault interview) Georgetti’s adopted images are manipulated, mirrored, inverted, colour-altered and retouched 
into “objects of harnessed spirit”. In their recomposition they assert new authorship.  
   

 

* 

  
The opening of FUTURclassic coincides with Sydney Contemporary at nearby Carriageworks where The 
Commercial will be presenting Georgetti’s major new panoramic work, Primary Master, as part of a group 
exhibition. Primary Master follows Georgetti’s THE HUMANITY OF CONSTRUCTION PAINTING that won the 
Redlands Konica Minolta Art Prize earlier this year. Both works are driven by a dialogue between the paintings’ 
design and real or imagined architectural settings which forms the basis of Georgetti's painting commissions. 
 
Four new works by Georgetti currently feature in Call of the Avant-Garde: Constructivism and Australian Art at 
Heide Museum of Modern Art, Melbourne. The exhibition is curated by Sue Cramer and Lesley Harding. Until 
08/10/17. An early blackboard painting from the National Gallery of Victoria collection currently features in 
Every Brilliant Eye: Australian Art of the 1990s at the National Gallery of Victoria Federation Square, curated by 
Jane Devery and Pip Wallis. Until 01/10/17. 
  
Georgetti’s work is held in the major public collections in Australia and New Zealand, including the Art Gallery 
of Western Australia, Perth; Artbank; The City of Stonnington Art Collection, Melbourne; the Chartwell 
Collection, Auckland Art Gallery, Toi o T?maki, Auckland; Monash University Museum of Art, Melbourne; The 
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra; The National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne; Queensland Art Gallery | 
Gallery of Modern Art, Brisbane; The Redlands School Collection, Sydney; The UQ Art Collection, Brisbane. 
Major holdings in private collections include the Hayman Collection, Melbourne and the Michael Buxton 
Collection, Melbourne. 
 
Diena Georgetti's FUTURclassic will be open for viewing during normal gallery hours during Sydney Art Week. 

 


